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Ahead of All Parting 2015-01-21

the reputation of rainer maria rilke has grown steadily since his death in 1926 today he is widely considered to be the
greatest poet of the twentieth century this modern library edition presents stephen mitchell s acclaimed translations of
rilke which have won praise for their re creation of the poet s rich formal music and depth of thought if rilke had written in
english denis donoghue wrote in the new york times book review he would have written in this english ahead of all parting is
an abundant selection of rilke s lifework it contains representative poems from his early collections the book of hours and
the book of pictures many selections from the revolutionary new poems which drew inspiration from rodin and cezanne the
hitherto little known requiem for a friend and a generous selection of the late uncollected poems which constitute some of
his finest work included too are passages from rilke s influential novel the notebooks of malte laurids brigge and nine of his
brilliant uncollected prose pieces finally the book presents the poet s two greatest masterpieces in their entirety the duino
elegies and the sonnets to orpheus rilke s voice with its extraordinary combination of formality power speed and lightness
can be heard in mr mitchell s versions more clearly than in any others said w s merwin his work is masterful

Prose and Poetry 1984

includes the notebooks of malte laurids brigge selections from the book of hours books 1 2 and 3 new poems duino elegies
and the sonnets to orpheus

Sense and Creative Labor in Rainer Maria Rilke's Prose Works 2021-08-06

this book is an investigation of the role of creative labor and the five senses in rainer maria rilke s prose works including
his primal sound essay the stories of god the notebooks of malte laurids brigge and his monograph on auguste rodin it is
about several protagonists quest to achieve creative labor by reconnecting spirit or the unconscious to the hand there
are many difficulties in the way however illustrated by rilke s essays tales and monographs in the process of overcoming
these impediments the five senses are expanded and refined rilke s characters undergo a transformation that not only
allows them to do true creative labor but also brings them into a new relationship with themselves the world around
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them and other people nicholas carroll reynolds received his phd at the university of oregon usa he has authored several
articles on philosophy and literature and has worked as an editor and translator he is currently employed at trinity
university in san antonio texas usa where he teaches in the german philosophy and first year experience programs as well as
in trinity s study abroad program in berlin germany

Saltimbanques 1978-02

in this collection of excerpts from his essays notebooks and letters pre eminent modern poet rainer maria rilke meditates on
subjects as varied as a dolls walking among trees and the great sculptor rodin where silence reigns a sampling from his
essays notebooks and letters shows rainer maria rilke 1875 1926 the pre eminent modern poet of solitude and inwardness
seeking to reconcile his personal conflict between the claims of life and the claims of art his subjects are commonplace
seemingly innocuous at times the encounter between a man and a dog a collection of dolls a walk among trees but always
the deceptively simple external phenomenon is seen as the symbol the catalyst of an intensely felt inner experience as he
confided to his friend frau wunderly volkart oh how often one longs to speak a few degrees more deeply my prose lies
deeper but one gets only a minimal layer further down one s left with a mere intimation of the kind of speech that may be
possible there where silence reigns in addition to occasional pieces and notebook entries this volume contains selections
from the strange and haunting dream book the lyrical lay of the love and death of cornet christoph rilke and the entire
rodin book rilke s appreciation of the great sculptor whom he had served as secretary

Where Silence Reigns 1978-01-17

an anthology of rilke s strongest poetry and prose for both aficionados and new readers here is a mini anthology of
poetry and prose for both aficionados and those readers discovering rainer maria rilke for the first time john j l mood has
assembled a collection of rilke s strongest work presenting commentary along with the selections mood links into an
essay passages from letters that show rilke s profound understanding of men and women and his ardent spirituality rooted
in the senses combining passion and sensitivity the poems on love presented here are often not only sensual but sexual as
well others pursue perennial themes in his work death and life growth and transformation the book concludes with rilke s
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reflections on wisdom and openness to experience on grasping what is most difficult and turning what is most alien into
that which we can most trust

Rilke on Love and Other Difficulties: Translations and Considerations
1994-02-17

rainer maria rilke was an austrian poet and novelist he is widely recognized as one of the most lyrically intense german
language poets he wrote both verse and highly lyrical prose his writings include one novel several collections of poetry
and several volumes of correspondence in which he invokes images that focus on the difficulty of communion with the
ineffable in an age of disbelief solitude and anxiety these themes position him as a transitional figure between traditional
and modernist writers 1 poems translated by jessie lamont 2 auguste rodin rendered into english by jessie lemont 3 letter
to a young poet translated by jessie lemont and hans trausil

Where Silence Reigns 1978

gleaned from rainer maria rilke s voluminous never before translated correspondence this volume offers the best writings
and personal philosophy of one of the twentieth century s greatest poets the result is a profound vision of how the
human drive to create and understand can guide us in every facet of life arranged by theme from everyday existence with
others to the exhilarations of love and the experience of loss from dealing with adversity to the nature of inspiration
here are rilke s thoughts on how to infuse everyday life with beauty wonder and meaning intimate stylistically masterful
brilliantly translated and assembled and brimming with the passion of rilke letters on life is a font of wisdom and a perfect
book for all occasions

Collected Works of Rainer Maria Rilke. Illustrated 2021-11-01

in this outstanding biography ralph freedman traces rilke s extraordinary career by combining detailed accounts of salient
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episodes from the poet s restless life with an intimate reading of the verse and prose that refract them

Letters on Life 2007-12-18

this miracle of a book perhaps the most beautiful group of poetic translations this century has ever produced chicago
tribune should stand as the definitive english language version

Life of a Poet 1998

we are right at the start do you see as though before everything with a thousand and one dreams behind us and no act

The Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke 2013-01-30

influenced by hegel and nietzsche and inspired by stays in italy and france as well as travels to russia spain and north
africa rainer maria rilke nevertheless sought desperately to be original he rejected all id�es re�ues whether they were of
god reality or literature instead creating his own absolute he searched for the real re formed german poetry and
revolutionized western narrative prose with malte laurids brigge while rilke s work is marked by two cesuras after which
it displays important advances in diction and the figuration of verbal icons it becomes ever more esoteric however there
are also constants throughout his oeuvre in thematics topoi and diction for example the preoccupation with death figures
such as the angel key nouns alliterations and noun sequences his fear of death drove him to adopt the open an idea
conceived by the dubious mystagogue alfred schuler that surfaces throughout rilke s poetry and triumphs in sonnets to
orpheus and duino elegies

Prose 1960

rainer maria rilke offers a compelling portrait of parisian life art and culture at the beginning of the 20th century in 1902
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the young poet rainer maria rilke travelled to paris to write a monograph on the sculptor auguste rodin he returned many
times over the course of his life by turns inspired and appalled by the city s high culture and low society and his writings
give a fascinating insight into parisian art and culture in the last century this book brings together rilke s sublime poetic
meditations on existence notes on the melody of things and the first english translation of rilke s experiences in paris as
observed by his french translator maurice betz rainer maria rilke 1875 1926 is considered the most important poet in the
german language of the modern age a master of both poetry and prose he is best known for duino elegies sonnets to orpheus
and his existential exploration of paris in the notebooks of malte laurids brigge maurice betz 1898 1946 was a writer and
prolific translator of nietzsche stefan zweig and thomas mann he worked closely with rilke on the french translations of
his works

Rilke on Love and Other Difficulties 1975

originally published in english in 1951 this biography of one of germany s foremost mystical poets dis proves many of the
myths surrounding rainer maria rilke and examines his life and work from social historical and psychological perspectives
while all the time referencing rilke s works to his complex personality the legacy of his work on younger generations is
also examined all german prose quotations have been translated into english for this edition existing translations used
for the german poetry

Inner Sky 2010

at the start of the twentieth century rainer maria rilke wrote a series of letters to a young officer cadet advising him on
writing love sex suffering and the nature of advice itself these profound and lyrical letters have since become hugely
influential for writers and artists of all kinds this book also contains the letter from a young worker a striking polemic
against christianity written in letter form near the end of rilke s life in lewis hyde s introduction he explores the context in
which these letters were written and how the author embraced his isolation as a creative force charlie louth s afterword
discusses the similarities and contrasts of the two works and rilke s religious and sexual wordplay this edition also
contains a chronology notes and suggested further reading
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Rainer Maria Rilke 2006

this book first published in 1946 profiles the influential poet rainer maria rilke seeing in him and his works a counteracting
force to that of the destructive war in europe the biography addresses rilke s life and the influences on his poetry
especially his time spent in paris and his traumatizing military service in wwi

Rodin and Other Prose Pieces 1986

illuminates the major aspects of the works of germany s greatest 20th century poet rainer maria rilke 1875 1926 is the
best known german poet of his generation and is widely appreciated today by readers in europe the united states and world
wide because of the inventiveness and musicality of his poetic language and the visionary intuition of his thinking rilke s
influence extends well beyond poetry to include religion philosophy the social sciences and the arts his works have been
widely translated into english and new enderings of such poem cycles as the duino elegies and the sonnets to orpheus
appear frequently critics regard rilke s notebooks of malte laurids brigge as a seminal modern novel the companion to rilke
provides essential up to date essays by top rilke scholars on a wide range of the major aspects of rilke s life and works
the volume follows the chronology of rilke s career emphasizing those works that have met with the greatest critical
interest among the topics covered are rilke s life and thought the writings before 1902 das stunden buch and das buch der
bilder the neue gedichte the cornet and other brief narratives malte laurids brigge the duino elegies the sonnets to orpheus
rilke as a poet in french rilke and the visual arts erika and michael metzger suny buffalo have written extensively on
various aspects ofgerman literature and have edited significant baroque texts

Rilke in Paris 2019-01-03

this miracle of a book perhaps the most beautiful group of poetic translations this century has ever produced chicago
tribune should stand as the definitive english language version
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Rainer Maria Rilke 2020-01-30

this collaborative translation offers new and original translations of rilke poems and was inspired by the rilke projekt
performances

Letters to a Young Poet 2011-04-07

this volume collects essential work by one of the twentieth century s greatest writers rainer maria rilke 1875 1926
rilke s prose and poetry is necessary reading for anyone interested in modern literature but the poet s words will
captivate anyone who wishes to take a deep look at life and at themselves letters to a young poet one of the best loved
books among writers even today contains rilke s wise nurturing missives to another aspiring young writer franz xaver
kappus who looked to rilke for spiritual and creative guidance rilke s response turned the questioner s gaze around to
point within himself in the quest for answers to life and art s big questions rlike rejects any reliance on others to validate
one s artistic endeavors he believed writing is an inner journey a slow process of self discovery yet the poet also
encourages kappus to observe his own life and surroundings to find his subject matter and inspiration the poet must
transform the everyday reality that s all around him

Rainer Maria Rilke 2013-10-10

this collection of rilke s best novels includes some of his most magical and mysterious works this selection includes his
first poems the book of pictures poems new poems the book of hours poems the book of pilgrimage poems the book of poverty
and death poems rene karl wilhelm johann josef maria rilke better known as rainer maria rilke a bohemian austrian poet and
novelist recognized as one of the most lyrically intense german language poets rilke wrote in both verse and highly lyrical
prose his work is often described as deeply mystical
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A Companion to the Works of Rainer Maria Rilke 2004

a collection of haunting mystical poems of the night by the great rainer maria rilke most of which have never before been
translated into english one night i held between my hands your face the moon fell upon it in 1916 rainer maria rilke
presented the writer rudolf kassner with a notebook containing twenty two poems meticulously copied out in his own
hand which bore the title poems to night this cycle of poems which came about in an almost clandestine manner are now
thought to represent one of the key stages of this master poet s development never before translated into english this
collection brings together all rilke s significant night poems in one volume

The Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke 1989-03-13

this is the first book length study to examine the interface between literary and theological modernisms it provides a
comprehensive account of literary responses to the modernist crisis in christian theology from a transnational and
interdenominational perspective it offers a cultural history of the period considering a wide range of literary and
historical sources including novels drama poetry literary criticism encyclicals theological and philosophical treatises
periodical publications and wartime propaganda by contextualising literary modernism within the cultural religious and
political landscape the book reveals fundamental yet largely forgotten connections between literary and theological
modernisms it shows that early twentieth century authors poets and critics including rainer maria rilke t s eliot and
czes�aw mi�osz actively engaged with the debates between modernist and neo scholastic theologians raging across europe
these debates contributed to developing new ways of thinking about the relationship between religion and literature and
informed contemporary critical writings on aesthetics and poetics

Into the Blue Reach 2010

one of the most beloved poets of the twentieth century rainer maria rilke is widely celebrated for his depth of insight and
timeless relevance he has influenced generations of writers with his classic letters to a young poet and his reflections on
the divine and our place in the world are disarmingly profound a year with rilke provides the first ever reading from rilke
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for every day of the year including selections from his luminous poetry his piercing prose and his intimate letters and
journals rilke is a trusted guide amid the bustle of our daily experience reflecting on such themes as impermanence the beauty
of creation the voice of god and the importance of solitude with new translations from the editors whose acclaimed
translation of rilke s the book of hours won an ardent readership this collection reveals the depth and breadth of rilke s
acclaimed work

Letters to a Young Poet 2002-05-01

this is a biography of rainer maria rilke 1875 1926 the 20th century lyric poet whose works the new poems the duino
elegies the sonnets to orpheus and in prose the cornet and the malte laurids brigge are of lasting importance to european
literature

Rainer Maria Rilke 1972

this representative selection from rilke s large and extraordinary correspondence provides a kind of spiritual
autobiography of the poet the period here covered reflects all the great experiences of rilke s early adult life his difficult
beginnings his relationships with lou andreas salome and with his wife clara his two journeys to russia his contact with
the worpswede artists the influence of paris the revelation of cezanne many of the letters are psychologically revealing
many touch upon characteristic themes or freshly transcribe experience that sooner or later passes into the poetry

Poems 2018-07-20

what begins with an unlikely collection of unrelated phenomena mechanical dolls weather atoms lyric poetry blossoms in
the course of toy medium into a subtle and persuasive meditation on one of western philosophy s biggest puzzles the
relation of mind and matter what is the role of the imagination in defining material substance in a dazzling study of the
poetics of materialist philosophy and of the materialism of lyric poetry daniel tiffany traces the historical conjunction
of matter and metaphor through a remarkable range of topics automata in classical antiquity and the eighteenth century
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kepler s treatise on snowflakes animal magnetism fireworks and cloud chamber photographs the origins of the microscope
as a philosophical toy and its bearing on the figure of the virtuoso at critical junctures in modern western culture
tiffany finds uncanny parallels between the metaphorics of science and visions of material substance rooted in popular
culture and lyric poetry los angeles times best nonfiction book of 2000

Rainer Maria Rilke 1973

die winterst�rme durchdringen die welt mit w�tender macht da sinkt auf schneeigen schwingen die tannenduftende nacht f�r
rainer maria rilke ist der winter die zeit des fragens und der erinnerung aber auch eine zeit der besinnung und des abschieds in
gedichten briefen und texten sinniert rilke �ber die ruhende natur und die stille der welt und wie kein anderer vermag er es mit
seinen worten zu tr�sten und zu kr�ftigen aber die winter oh diese heimliche einkehr der erde

Rainer Maria Rilke 1900

Poems to Night 2021-03-02

Modernism and Theology 2021-03-16

A Year with Rilke 2009-11-17
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A Ringing Glass 1986

Rainer Maria Rilke; the Ring of Forms 1970

Rainer Maria Rilke: The Years in Switzwerland 1964

Rainer Maria Rilke: The Years in Switzerland 1969-02-17

Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke, 1892-1910 2000-03-08

Toy Medium 2012-11-12

Winter 1985

The Lay of the Love and Death of Cornet Christoph Rilke 1966-05-01
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